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LEARNING TO READ AND WRITE 
IS A LIFELONG JOURNEY





Oral Language- Encourage Talk



● Listening and Responding

● Questioning and Challenging or 
Clarifying

● Justifying a point of view

Oral Language- Encourage Talk



Blank’s Levels of Questioning



FAMILY LITERACY RESEARCH

● Reading to children is important choose 
quality stories and spend a lot of time on 
the talk that accompanies or follows the 
reading e.g. illustrations, story, values.

● There is a correlation between time spent 
on this talk and children’s reading ability 
at school at 6, 8 and 10 years of age.

     



Your child is never too young or 
old to be read to



Helping Your Child To Read, 
Write, Speak and Listen 

• Turn and talk 



• Share rhymes and songs
• Building- describe what you are making
• Listen and respond with open-ended 
questions, ask for more information

• Write down their stories as they tell you 
and encourage them to read them back

• Point out and talk about environmental 
literature

Helping Your Child To Read, 
Write, Speak and Listen 



•Cook together- read out recipe
•Look at junk mail and talk about things for 
sale
•Talk about family history and photos
•Establish a bedtime routine of reading 
picture story books
•Correct speech sounds – wed/red, 
free/three, tar/car
•Talk, talk, talk, sing, sing, sing, recite, 
recite, recite

Helping Your Child To Read, 
Write, Speak and Listen 



• Encourage your child to make their own 
books with pictures and read them to you.



Story telling
● Make it exciting with different voices, 

puppets, props, finger plays
● Start with what interests your child- from 

a toy, book, TV program, family member.
● Create a character and setting
● Start with you telling the story 

(modelling) then encourage child to tell 
the story.

● Have dress up box



Reading together
• Reading to your child is important in making the 

link from spoken to written words and in 
developing book language.

• Encourage your child to select the books, 
multimedia stories etc

• Discuss the pictures and encourage your child to 
talk about them

• Share wordless books to develop imagination, 
thinking and vocabulary.

• Re-read favourite books.



Tell a story using the pictures- 
book language



https://memfox.com/for-parents/the-short-road-to-happiness-and-the-l
ong-road-to-failure/

https://memfox.com/for-parents/the-short-road-to-happiness-and-the-long-road-to-failure/
https://memfox.com/for-parents/the-short-road-to-happiness-and-the-long-road-to-failure/


Want to be a 
better reader?

 Simply read.



FAIR ISN’T ALWAYS EQUAL



Authentic Writing Experiences

● Shopping lists
● A board for family messages
● Sticky note reminders
● Captions for drawings and photos
● Magnetic letters on the fridge
● Greeting cards
● Family calendar- talk about where, when, 

who will be there.



BASICS FOR PARENT HELPERS

CONFIDENTIALITY 

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION 



READING



READING LEVELS 

• The class teacher is the only person 
who can change a student’s reading 
level.

• Teachers consider phrasing, fluency, 
expression, comprehension, strategies 
used / neglected and not just reading 
accuracy or decoding. Success is good!

• The teacher may be aware of 
information that others are not 
aware of.



BEFORE READING

• The child controls the book. They 
always hold the book and turn the 
pages

• Read the title for the child to introduce 
the book

• Ask what the child thinks the book will 
be about

• Talk about the pictures
• Introduce difficult words as part of a 

conversation while skimming through 
the pages (if it is an unseen book)



BEFORE READING

• Ensure feet and body are still and calm 
before starting

• Introduce the book and characters 
• Get beginner readers to use their 

pointing finger under each word to track 
as they read

• When an unknown word is reached, 
students should be asked to ‘get their 
mouths ready’ for the first sound and 
think about what makes sense and 
looks right.



WHILE READING
• Get the student to point to the words as 

you read the first page so they can pick 
up the pattern (repetitive texts).

• Developing independence

• At times you may be asked to read a 
book to the child to inspire a child and 
model positive reading behaviours and 
attitudes. 



BEGINNING READERS

• Use the 3 SECOND RULE - If a child has 
not attempted a word after 3 seconds, 
prompt by asking ‘what do you think 
would make sense?’ or ‘what looks right 
and sounds right?’

• If attempts are made that show 
meaning, say ‘that makes sense, but 
does it look right?’



WHEN READING WITH YOUR CHILD

• If your child stops on a word, try one or two 
of the following:

• Look at the beginning letter and what 
sounds it could make...does that help?

• Look at the picture
• What word would make sense?
• What would sound right?
• Break the word up into parts you know



WHILE READING

• Give specific praise.
Instead of

“Well done.” (not specific)
Say

“Well done! I liked it when you 
noticed it didn’t make sense and 
you went back to have a look.” 
(specific)



WHILE READING

Behaviours to monitor:
• Fluency
• Pace
• Expression
• Phrasing
• Reading for meaning



Important points to remember

●Memory

● Pictures

●Have Fun!



AFTER READING
• Have a chat with the child about the 

story. This is very important!
• Ask the child to tell you something 

about what they have just read.

“WHO was in the story?” 
“What happened in the story?”

• Depending on time and the size of the 
book you may only hear part of 
a book



ACCOMPLISHED READERS

● For capable, fluent readers: 
● Once decoding is established, greater 

emphasis is placed on other aspects of 
reading, such as:

● Challenge with variety of interest and 
knowledge-based reading



Fountas & Pinnell wheel



WRITING





Body Awareness

● Ready for learning
● Crossing midline of body
● Playing outside-climbing, bouncing
● Eye movements
● All should be fun



BASICS OF WRITING

• Pencil grip
• Posture – chair against back, tummy 

near table
• Grey lead pencil
• Correct formation of letters
• Finger / even spacing
• Effective use of lines
• No rubbers – one line through mistakes, 

then keep on going.
• Trying with a good attitude! 



DEVELOPING THE ABILITY TO HEAR 
AND RECORD SOUNDS IN WORDS

Random placement of letters (pre-phonetic):
a m m n l p a a h
(often starts with those in their own name)

Recording dominant sounds (semi-phonetic):
I w t f p a t s l 
(I went to the shop and got some lollies.)

Recording sounds in order (phonetic):
I wil gt da cat.
(I will get the cat.)

Recording hard- to- hear sounds (transitional):
I went home with my bruther.



SPELLING STRATEGIES - PROMPTS
When the child asks How do you spell…?

FIRST:
●Encourage the child to HAVE A GO first- “Have a Go” page in the back 
of their books.

THEN:
●Ask the child to stretch the word out slowly, or clap the syllables 
together
●Say the word slowly. What sounds do you hear?
●Direct students to the alphabet or THRASS and word charts
●What letters could you use to make that sound?
●For beginning writers, show an alphabet chart to look for letters and 
their sounds
●Do you know a word that sounds like that?

AFTER:
●Where else might you find the word?
●Encourage word cards to help find common words





Thrass Chart- Consonant Phonemes



Thrass Chart- Vowel Phonemes





Structured Word Inquiry



Investigate with these 4 questions...

Can you identify any bases or affixes with a word sum?

: Can the Word Searcher help you find words 
that could join your word on a matrix?

: Can a word origin dictionary (e.g. Etymonline) 
help you?

What grapheme/phoneme correspondences can you find that fit within 
your hypothesized morphemes?

http://www.neilramsden.co.uk/spelling/searcher/index.html
http://etymonline.com/


JOBS DURING WRITING

• Sitting with students to help them 
attempt new words where the spelling 
is unknown

• Scribing – getting the students to read 
their writing to you and recording words 
that are difficult to decipher

• Visual prompts for reluctant writers 

• Sharpening pencils



FINALLY

• Enjoy yourself!
• Don’t spoon-feed or do for the child what 
they can do for themselves.

● The amount and type of support needed 
by your child will vary and change over 
time.

● Stay positive. Our goal is for each child to 
maintain a great mindset to their learning.



Eastwood Literacy Partners
Are you serious about helping our Eastwood 
Primary School children to succeed in 
literacy? Or can you nominate someone?!
●Literacy partnership with one child
●Developing literacy skills under the 
guidance of the Learning Specialist
●Training Sessions 
●Commitment of 1-3 days a week 
●9-10am or 2.30-3.30pm
●Please let me know your expression of 
interest
roworth.amy.k@edumail.vic.gov.au

mailto:roworth.amy.k@edumail.vic.gov.au

